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Introduction
Print Sampler
Pre-printed stationery usage is a source of various and expensive problems (Stock management,
obsolescence, physical manipulation, misuse…). Print Sampler standardizes usage of electronic
templates, rationalizes printing and reduces costs.
When printing from any Windows application Print Sampler´s virtual printer allows the user to
choose the appropriate template, preview the final document and print it anywhere. The user can
also decide to generate a PDF for archive as well as printing the document.
With Print Sampler´s virtual printer, the user can store any number of spool files in the assembly
module and then decide to merge them into one document to be printed or saved as PDF.

Description
Key features
Print Sampler is designed to run with any Windows application. It is the perfect solution for Preprinted stationery electronic replacement.
The key features are:
•The scenario and the templates are centralized and standardized across the company.
•It simplifies the printer management
•Document can be previewed before processing (printing, E-mailing or PDF creation).
•Not printer dependent.
•Documents can be saved as PDF for emailing or archiving
No additional features or modifications to printer hardware device are needed.

Platform
Print Sampler runs on Windows:
32 bit O/S: 2003, 2008, XP, Vista and Seven
64 bit O/S: 2003, 2008, Vista and Seven
Print Sampler drives the physical printers with their own printer driver. Even GDI or Inkjet
printers can be used for printing.

Architecture
Print Sampler is installed on each end user workstation and uses the Print Sampler printer to
enhance the documents then to print them to the targeted physical printer.

Printing to the Print Sampler device automatically generates a PDF file. The Print sampler main
interface opens and previews the document. The user selects a pre-defined scenario (multicopies, forms…) and immediately displays the result in the preview pane before printing, emailing or saving in PDF format.

When running in server mode, Print Sampler can automatically enhance the document with multi
copies and forms without user intervention.

Installation
Installation
Caution: The Print Sampler installation program must be "run as administrator".
When running the installation, right click on the installation program and select “Run as
administrator”.
Run the program Sampler_us_NFR_v4xx.exe downloaded

The arrows backward and forward (bottom right hand side) allow to control the process of the
installation. The key "Enter" allows moving to the next step.
Moving forward one step will display the license information. Continuing the installation means
that you accept the software terms and conditions.
The next step concerns the license information. If the Serial number is not automatically
displayed, you must manually enter it (029-xxxxxxxx-xxxxxxxx) with the information from the
electronic license or the E-mail.

The installation program asks for the installation folder.

We recommend keeping the default option
The installation program starts copying the files:

Once the files have been copied to the disk, the installation program creates the Print Sampler
printer. This phase consists of three steps:
1.Driver installation
2.Multix port installation
3.Print Sampler printer creation

At the end of each step a status message is displayed:

The installation is successful when the following window appears:

Click on the « Quit » button to complete the installation.
The Print Sampler is ready to operate.

Print Sampler first start
The Print Sampler printer
During the installation process, a new Print Sampler printer has been created. Open the “Devices
and Printers” interface. The printer Print Sampler appears in the list.

Selecting this printer during the printing process will run the Print Sampler to print to a physical
printer, create PDF files….

Test Page
We recommend starting with a test print to validate this driver.

Right click on the Print Sampler printer + « Printer Properties».

Click on « Print Test Page » to print the test page.
The Print Sampler GUI appears. The first time, it can take a few seconds.
There are two types of Print sampler installation programs:
-Evaluation version
-For sale version
Depending on the version you installed, the interface varies.

Evaluation version activation
When an evaluation version is installed, the first time you start Print Sampler, it is automatically
activated through a web connection.
A very short message appears during this process and a new window appears to start the trial
period and activate the temporary license:

Click on the OK Button to start the 30 days evaluation period.
If you do not wish to start the trial period immediately, cancel the operation. You can restart it
later.
When you activate the license, the Print Sampler GUI opens. The test page print appears on the
left side of the GUI.

NB: When an evaluation version is installed, a Demo message is displayed
across all pages produced.

Standard version activation
When a standard version is installed, the first time you start Print Sampler, it is automatically
activated through a web connection.
A very short message appears during this process and a new window appears to start the trial
period and activate the temporary license:

AUTO Activation:
Click on the AUTO Button to activate the license through the web. The following widow
appears:

The number of authorized licenses is displayed together with the number of licenses already
used.
MANUAL Activation:
You can also activate the license manually. In this case, click on MANUAL. A new interface
opens:

You can either:
- fill the information to with your name, Company name and zip code (in this case a mail
is automatically sent)
- Or Enter the license key provided by the administrator or received by mail.
The license is dedicated to the computer.

The number of authorized licenses is displayed together with the number of licenses already
used.
When you activate the license, the Print Sampler GUI opens. The test page print appears on the
left side of the GUI.

The interface (GUI)
Print Sampler
When you print a document to the Print Sampler printer, the Print Sampler GUI automatically
opens:

Preview:
The document is previewed on the left side of the main window. The bottom left hand side status
bar tells you the number of pages of the document and its name from the windows application
used to print.
The buttons
at the top, allow you to browse the pages of the
document. You can also use the mouse wheel to scroll the pages.

Scenario, Destination:

The right side of the GUI let’s you:
•Select a scenario to enhance your document

When no template (“---“) is selected, you can create a new template with the “New
Templ…” button.
When a template is selected, the « Properties » button allows configuring the scenario.
The “Browse” button allows selecting the folder containing the scenario you want to
apply.
•Select the destination printer, the paper trays and its properties

The Trays button allows you to select the paper trays.
The Properties button gives access to the printer driver finishing options.
NB: As the Print Sampler scenario controls the tray selection, duplex printing and black
and white printing, these options will be ignored when selected through the printer driver
properties.
•Select the document copies

This option is mainly used when in « Document » mode as you can get several copies of
your document. In « Multi Ex. » mode, the copy number is controlled by the scenario.
Still, you can perform multi copies of the same document.

Action:
The icons at the bottom of this configuration pane allow you to select the action you want to
perform:

•Print the document and Quit (unless configured differently)
•Add the document to the assembly module
•Send the document by mail
•Save the document as a PDF file
•Cancel and quit.
Note: These options are available with and without a scenario.

Configuration and Information:
The shortcuts icons at the top right side allows to:

•Configure the Print Sampler options
•Open the Help
•Display the About of Print Sampler (version)

The Assembly module
The assembly module interface allows modifying the assembly (suppress documents, modify the
documents order…).

In this above example there are three different documents that have been processed by Print
Sampler and dropped to the assembly module with the button:

A document (all pages) can be viewed by clicking on its name.
The assembly interface allows to:
•

Modify the assembly order

•

Add a PDF document to the list of documents

•

Suppress a document of the list

•
•

All actions performed are temporary and can be cancelled This button allows to restore
the original list.
Saves the list

Once the folder is ready with the different documents in the right order, you can
assemble all the documents to create a single PDF file out of all these documents.
Once assembled, you are back to the Print Sampler main window and you can print, mail or save
the document;
NB : If one or several documents select paper trays, the tray selections remains in the assembled
document.

Create a scenario
Your first scenario
Printing any document to the Print Sampler printer opens the Print Sampler GUI.

In order to create your first Scenario, make sure that no scenario is selected ( --- in the scenario
selector) and click « New Templ… »

Configure the scenario name and then click Ok apply.

NB: When the Print Sampler server Mode is activated, when you create the scenario,
you can also create a new Windows printer which will automatically process all
documents with this scenario. The windows printer and the scenario have the same
name:

To perform this operation, you must have the windows rights to create a printer and a
printer port. When you want to use this feature you must run Print Sampler as
administrator
The default Print Sampler Mode is Multi-ex. With this mode, you can configure the number of
copies (up to five) and the template to apply to each copy.
The Multi copies interface is a table:

•

Template (front side),

•

Printer tray for the copy,

•

Duplex activation and back side template

•

"T&C", Terms and Condition. Fix template. No data added to the back side of the
sheet.

•

When checked, the copy is printed monochrome (in Black and White)

When creating a new scenario, only the first copy is activate.

Double click on the blank page (with NO FORM). The templates list is displayed (with the demo
templates provided with the installation).

•Select one of the pdf files. The NO FORM Page is changed with the PDF template selected
•Check the Duplex box
•Click on the back Side page (NO FORM) and select another template
•Check the box T&C

•Select the default printer you want to use to print this scenario
At the end, you get:

When you click on a page in the configuration table, it appears enlarged on the right side of the
GUI to make sure that you use the right template.
When you apply, a new scenario configuration is created. Print Sampler automatically applies
this scenario to the current document. You get:

You just have to perform the action (print, mail…)

The Print Sampler modes (COPIES / DOCUMENT)
When you create a new scenario, you first choose the Print Sampler mode. You switch from one
mode to another by clicking on the bottom of the table top left corner:
Blue = COPIES mode
With this mode, you can duplicate your document up to five times. You can specify a
different template for each copy.
Example:

•One copy Duplex color with T&Cs on the back side for the customer
•One copy simplex monochrome for internal use
•One copy without template for control

Red = DOCUMENT mode
With this mode you can apply different templates to different pages to the original
document or add pages with templates to the original document
Example, you can configure:
•First page of the document with the template « Invoice »
•Next pages without template on standard paper (white)
•Last page of the document on color paper (uses another printer tray)
•Add pages duplex with templates at the end of the document with information

The default Mode is « COPIES”

The COPIES Mode

This mode allows to perform document copies with different templates.
Example to get:
•One customer copy, duplex, color with Terms and Conditions on the back side of the sheet
•One internal copy simplex, black and white
•One control copy simplex without template
Configure the scenario as follow:

Usage :

Create a new copy (add a configuration column for this copy)

Uncheck the box if you want to suppress the corresponding copy configuration.

Select the printer tray for this copy.

Activate duplex printing
Caution : In case you mix simplex and duplex copies, you must check the « Collate copies »

The "T&C" option is available, only when Duplex is checked. It means that an
extra page with a template and no document data is added to the back side of the actual sheet.
When this option is unchecked, it means it is a standard page with document data and the
template selected.

The « Monochrome » option forces this copy to be printed in black and white.

The « Collate » option specifies the page order for the different copies.
Example: a two page document with two copies. The printing page order is:
Unchecked (Default)
•Page 1 copy 1
•Page 1 copy 2
Then
•Page 2 copy 1
•Page 2 copy 2

Checked
•Page 1 copy 1
•Page 2 copy 1
Then
•Page 1 copy 2
•Page 2 copy 2

With this option you can configure
the printer and another action.

1 - Printer Selection:
This option configures the default printer for this scenario. It is not mandatory.
This option also depends on the Print sampler general configuration (Printers).
In the printer list, two specific printers are available:
•Auto PDF file
•Documents assembling
-When selecting the first one, the name of the PDF document generated is automatic (the user
does not need to provide a file name. This is useful when running in server mode)
-When selecting the second one, the document is automatically dropped to the assembly
module.
For these two special destinations, the Properties button is active and allows you to fine tune
the output properties.
2 -Chain:
This option allows you to invoke an extra scenario that will be automatically processed at the end
of this one.
Here the scenario « courrier-pdf » will be processed immediately after the current one.
With this option you can, for example:
•Print to different printers (distribution)
•Print and save a PDF copy
•Print a color copy and a monochrome copy (for printer drivers which do not support color
and black and white switch inside a document)

The Properties button at the bottom right side
of the template preview window allows to change the zoom, the positionning, the page order and
the transparency.

The DOCUMENT Mode

With this mode you can apply different templates to different pages to the original document or
add pages with templates to the original document.
For example, to get the following:
•Add an additional cover page at the beginning of the document
•The first document page prints with the template “Invoice”
•The next pages are printed without additional template
•The last page is printed on color paper (Change printer tray)
•Add an extra duplex back cover page at the end of the document
Configure as follow:

The Document Mode is multi-pages document oriented, with templates added depending on the
page position.

Here are some configuration examples with explanations:

Nothing checked. The document is unchanged.

The first page is checked. There will be a special action on this page only. The rest of the
document remains unchanged.

The first page is changed and the two last pages.

A front cover page is added, the first and the last page are changed.

The options:
Select the printer paper tray to be used for this page.

Select simplex/duplex printing inside the document…

The option "T&C" (Terms and Conditions) is available only when duplex is selected.
The template is added to the back side of the pages and no document data will be printed on this
page. When the “T&C” option is unchecked, the document data will be printed on both sides
with the selected templates.

Select the default number of copies for this scenario. The user can change this
value.

With this option you can configure
the printer and another action.
1 - Printer Selection:
This option configures the default printer for this scenario. This option is not mandatory.
This option also depends on the Print sampler general configuration (Printers).
In the printer list, two specific printers are available :
•Auto PDF file
•Documents assembling
-When selecting the first one, the name of the PDF document generated is automatic (the user
does not need to provide a file name. This is useful when running in server mode.)
-When selecting the second one, the document is automatically dropped to the assembly
module.
For these two special destinations, the Properties button is active and allows you to fine tune
the output properties.
2 -Chain:
This option allows to invoke another scenario that will be automatically processed at the end of
this one.
Here the scenario « courrier-pdf » will be processed immediately after the current one.
With this option you can for example:
•Print to different printers (distribution)
•Print and save a PDF copy
•Print a color copy and a monochrome copy (for printer drivers which do not support color
and black and white switch inside a document)

The Properties button at the bottom right
side of the template preview window allows to change the zoom, the positionning, the page order
and the transparency.

Create a Template
How to create a new template
The print Sampler templates (forms to add to the selected pages of the document) are PDF single
page document.
Generally, the forms used in the company are preprinted paper or come from different services
(administration, IT…). With Print Sampler, when you have the administration privileges, you can
create your own templates with your favorite software (Word, Excel, Power Point …)
You just need to print the form you design to the Print sampler printer. The Print Sampler main
window opens. Using the “Save” Tab, you save your document as a new template. The template
is stored in PDF format in the Print Sampler template repository.
Click on the “Save” tab

Select the « Add this page to templates » radio button and click on Record

A new window appears to configure the name of the template. The template is automatically
stored in the template repository (The default repository is : " C:\PRINTIX\Multix\docs "

Configuration
Configuration
From the main Print Sampler interface, if you have the administrator’s authorizations, you can
configure Print Sampler.

Click on the configuration icon at the top left side of the GUI.

Templates
From this window, you can configure:
-The template repository location
-The default options
-The possible choices allowed from the main interface (user limitation).

There are three possibilities:
•LOCAL: The template repository is local to the computer. The default location is
c:\printix\multix\docs…

•REMOTE for all Users: The template repository is located in a shared folder on a remote
server (templates can be shared by different users). Each print Sampler installation must
be configured to address this remote location:

•REMOTE and organized by organization: The template repository is located in shared
folders on a remote server. From a root directory, a folder structure can be created that
contain templates for different organizations inside the company.
Example : The template repository is the network shared resource \\NAS1\Media\forms.
All Print Sampler users can access the templates located in this directory. In addition,
each organization has its own sub-folder which contains its own templates.
Each Print Sampler can be configured as follow:

The root directory is the base directory used to browse the template repository when a
user selects a template.

The User uses the Browse button to open the template repository (Root directory and
folders) and he navigates inside the repository to find the template he wants to apply

The sub-folders sharing properties can be configured for the users to access only the
folders he can use.

When a user prints with Print Sampler you can specify a default template.

Printers
You can configure the default printer. This printer will automatically be set in the right pane of
the main Print Sampler interface:

The different possible choices are:

•

Use « Windows default »: The default printer selected is the Windows default printer.
This choice overrides the printer defined in the scenario.

•

Keep the « template config printer »: The default printer selected is the one defined in
the scenario.

•

Keep last printer used: The default printer selected is the last used one.

•

Use this printer: you manually define the default printer. This choice overrides the
printer defined in the scenario.

NB: This option defines the default printer. The user can always modify this choice and select
another printer at print time.

PDF Save
This option configures the default location where the PDF files will be stored.

It is either the latest location you saved a PDF or you can configure a specific folder.

Other
This option configures user’s authorizations and the default main interface settings.

•
•
•
•

Main Interface settings
User’s rights
« Print & quit » option
Password protection.

-Hide left panel icons : Hides the icons on the left of the document preview window (PDF
view/print and assembly module)
-Hide Save tab: For user’s who do not need to create PDF or templates, the Save tab can be
hidden.
-Basic tray selection (refer to the chapter Tray selection).

By default when the user click on the Print and Mail buttons, the action is performed and the
Print Sampler GUI is closed. You can change this setting. The User will then manually close the
GUI when he wants to exit.

You can configure if a user can:
-Modify the templates,
-Browse the directories or only use the root directory but not allowed to browse the entire
template repository.
-Create / delete templates.

The configuration can be protected and locked with a password. The default password is
« admin ». If the configuration is locked with a password, to access the configuration, you must
enter the password and click on Unlock. You can then modify the password.

License
You need to activate the Print Sampler license to use the product.
If you have not still got the activation key, you can register over internet (an internet connection
is required).

This interface displays the Print Sampler Serial number and the version.
By clicking on refresh, Print Sampler connects to the internet license server.
Evaluation version
If you are evaluating the product, the interface can display two different icons:

The trial period has not elapsed; you can still use the Print Sampler
The trial version has elapsed. You cannot use the product any more.

Server Mode

The Server Mode allows Print Sampler to run automatically when a document is printed to a
Print Sampler virtual printer. To activate the server mode, a specific license is requested.
When the server mode is activated, you can create a new virtual printer while you create a new
scenario. This Virtual printer is a windows printer. When printing a document, to this Windows
printer, Print Sampler will automatically apply the scenario to the document without user
intervention.
In this case, the Print Sampler interface will not open and an icon appears in the task bar (bottom
left side of the screen, next to the hour).
The server mode is available only for minimum 25 users license.

-Enable server mode :
When checked, Print Sampler counts each new user and decreases the license counter. A user
needs a local license installed on his workstation (if he needs the Print Sampler interface) AND a
license for the server mode (if he uses a print Sampler virtual printer configured on another
server).
-Enable Automatic new user registration:
When a new user prints to a Print Sampler virtual printer, Print sampler detects the user and
decreases the license count.
When un-checking this check box, the administrator prevents any new user to use Print Sampler
and consume a new license.

Paper trays
Print Sampler allows a user to select paper trays with one of two ways. They can use the normal
selection and the simplified one.
The tray selection configuration can be found in the configuration menu, Other / User interface /
Basic tray selection check box.

Normal selection
From the main interface, when the scenario is selected, you can change the destination printer
and then configure the trays.

The trays configuration is specific to the selected printer. The tray configuration is unique for
every printer. It represents a table with media ÅÆ physical printer tray association.

From this menu, you can associate a tray (media) defined in the scenario to the selected printer
physical tray.
For example, the scenario configuration specifies that
-First copy is printed with the «letter head » tray selection and the
-Second copy is printed with « plain A4 » tray selection.
The paper types installed in the selected printer trays are:
-“Letter head” in tray 3
-“Plain A4” in tray1
•
•

Click on « Letter headed » in the left column
Click on “Tray 3” in the right column

•

Click on

•
•

Click on "Plain A4" in the left column
Click on "Tray 1" in the right column

•

Click on

to create the association

to create the association

You get:

If you want to modify a tray association, first delete the one you want to modify by selecting it
and clicking on
Each printer used keeps its own tray configuration association.

When no tray is selected in the scenario, Print Sampler uses the default printer configuration.

Simplified selection
The simplified tray selection is available only when printing the print Sampler « Document
mode » (not available for the copy mode).
You can define the tray association depending on the position of the page in the document
-Front Cover
-First page
-Other page
-Last page
-Back cover

For each page position with tray selection in the scenario configuration, you can configure the
printer physical tray used
With the standard selection, the association is a table Media Å> printer tray. In the case of the
simplified selection the association is position of the page in the scenario Å>/ printer tray.

Only the page positions selected in the scenario appears in this list.

Technical Information
The information provided in this chapter is for experimented users. If you have any
doubt, do not modify the configuration files …

Implementation
The Print Sampler default installation path is c:\printix\Multix
The following folders contain :
C:\printix\multixPrograms («exe») and configurations
C:\printix\multix\helphtml help file
C:\printix\multix\inputPrint Sampler Work directory
C:\printix\multix\standardStandard PCL printer profiles
C:\printix\multix\resourcesAdobe Acrobat and distiller font resources
C:\printix\multix\docsDefault PDF template repository
Every Print Sampler configuration file is contained in an «INI» file in the directory
c:\printix\multix.
The file names are «multix001.ini, multix002.ini…».

Operation
Print Sampler internal file format is PDF.
When printing to the Print Sampler printer, the document is converted to PostScript with the
Windows PostScript driver and is then converted to PDF (Distiller).
It is this file which is previewed in the Print Sampler main interface.
Print Sampler uses Adobe Distiller and visualiser interface, it is then compatible with any PDF
file (Adobe PDF 1.4 to 1.7 norms.

Printer profiles
Print Sampler uses only one standard printer profile : file C:\printix\multix\standard\standard.ini
For information here is the structure of the standard.ini file (you can modify it):

This is the tray list which appears when you configure a scenario.

End User License Agreement for MPI Tech Software
Important: Please read this License carefully before using this Software.

End User License Agreement
This End User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal and binding agreement between The End
User (either an individual or a single entity) and MPI Tech Group, its subsidiaries, affiliates,
agents and OEM licensees ( collectively, "MPI Tech") for the Software The End User are about
to download (or otherwise install, access or use) and the associated proprietary media, printed
materials, any associated documentation (including any electronic documentation) provided to
The End User by MPI Tech (collectively "Software"), however said Software is named or
branded.
Any software updates, add-on components, web services, enhancements or
supplements that MPI Tech, its licensees or agents may provide to The End User or make
available to The End User, by key permission access or otherwise, after the date The End User
obtain The End User initial copy of the Software, shall be deemed to be "Software" within the
scope of this EULA, from and after the date permission is granted to The End User, to the extent
that such items are not accompanied by a separate license agreement or terms of use. By
installing, copying, downloading, accessing or otherwise using the Software, The End User
manifest The End User consent to and agreement to be bound by the terms of this EULA. If The
End User do not agree to the terms of this EULA, do not install, access or use the Software, but
immediately cease the download / return the unused Software to the place of the original
purchase.
SOFTWARE LICENSE
The Software is protected by intellectual property laws and treaties. Any references hereunder to
"sales" or "acquisition" or like terms notwithstanding, the Software is licensed, not sold, and
rights granted hereunder are limited to the Software in object code only. No source code rights
are granted hereby. The End User may not assign or otherwise transfer this EULA to any other
party, without specific written permission from MPI Tech.
1GRANT OF LICENSE. Under copyright law the End User are not permitted to install or run the
Software product ('the Software') or use the electronic material ('the Documentation') supplied to
the End User without the permission of the Owner. In consideration of the End User accepting
the terms of this agreement the Owner grants the End User a non-exclusive right ('the License') to
install and run the Software and use the Documentation as permitted by this Agreement. All
references to the Software mean the object code only of the program(s) comprising the Software.
The End User has no rights to distribute, copy, reverse-engineer, modify or adapt the Software
unless such rights are clearly and specifically granted herein.
1.1General License to Install and Use Software Product.
1.1.1The End User may use the Software and the Documentation in connection with a single
computer or such other number of computers as may be specifically licensed and for which
license fees have been paid, as reflected on license records generated in connection with the
acquisition of the Software ("License Record");
1.1.2The End User may load the Software and use it only on a single computer which is under
the control or such other number of computers as may be specifically licensed and also under the
End User control.
1.1.3The End User may use the Software for its personal use or in its business or profession. The
license granted hereunder may not be shared and permitting unauthorized access to, copying or
use of the Software and the Documentation is beyond the scope of the license and is therefore a
breach of this Agreement.
1.2Additional License Permitting Use of Software under a Subscription or Service Agreement. If
The End User licensed the Software under a subscription ("Subscription Product"), the following
additional licensing terms apply and supersede any inconsistent provision under section 1.1:
During the term of The End User subscription only, The End User may install the Software on a

single computer which is under its control or such other number of computers as may be
specifically licensed and also under its control. The initial subscription period begins on the date
The End User first activate its copy of the Subscription Product and ends at the end of the
subscription period, as set forth under the License Record. The End User cannot use the
Subscription Product on any computer after its subscription expires unless The End User renew
or extend its subscription. By renewing or extending its subscription, The End User will be
entitled to continue using the Subscription Product for a specified period of time beyond the date
when its previous subscription would have otherwise ended. All the terms and conditions of this
EULA will continue to apply to its use of the Subscription Product during any subsequent
renewal periods unless otherwise specified. Separation of Component Parts: The Software
Product is licensed as a single product and its component parts may not be separated, except as
may be provided in the Documentation, unless expressly authorized by MPI Tech in writing.

1.3Updates, Enhancements and Supplemental Software. No Software maintenance or support is
included in the calculation of license fees paid in consideration for this EULA. Any rights The
End User may be granted for Software maintenance or support, including updates, patches,
enhancements, modifications or other support services related to the Software ("Support
Services") are beyond the scope of this EULA and will be the subject of and governed by a
separate maintenance or support agreement (if any) between The End User and MPI Tech or
licensed MPI Tech 'resellers, distributors or OEM providers' (Resellers), and may be subject to
the payment of additional fees. Support Services provided by MPI Tech or its Resellers are
governed by the policies and programs adopted from time to time by MPI Tech or by those
Resellers offering such services, as described in the Documentation, or in other materials
furnished by MPI Tech or its Resellers.
1.4Reservation of Rights. All rights not expressly granted are retained by MPI Tech.
2.ADDITIONAL RIGHTS, TERMS AND LIMITATIONS
2.1License Fees. All license fees (and, if applicable, subscription or service fees) The End User
have paid are non-refundable, except in connection with a return of the Software as provided in
the initial paragraph of this EULA or under section 6.1.
2.2Intellectual Property Rights. All title and intellectual property rights in and to the Software
and all elements and components, the accompanying printed materials, and any copies of the
Software are owned by MPI Tech or its suppliers/licensors. If this Software contains
documentation that is provided only in electronic form, the End User may print ten copies of such
electronic documentation. The End User may not copy the printed materials accompanying the
Software. MPI Tech retains all rights in and to any copy, translation, modification, enhancement,
improvement, development, adaptation or derivative works of the Software, including all
unauthorised work.
2.3Copy Protection. The Software may incorporate copy protection technology to prevent the
unauthorised copying of the Software or may require original media for use of the Software on
the Device. It is unlawful and prohibited to make unauthorized copies of the Software or to
circumvent any copy protection technology included in the Software.
2.4Rental, leasing or commercial hosting. The End User may not rent, lease, lend or provide
commercial hosting services to third parties with the Software, without MPI Tech's express
written authorization.
2.5Compliance. The End User agree to supervise and control use of the Software to ensure
compliance with all terms and limitations under this EULA (including but not limited to
compliance with the laws and regulations of all applicable jurisdictions in which The End User
use the Software) and to maintain accurate records of the number and location of all users and
copies of the Software and the number of storage devices used in connection with the Software
(Compliance Data"). In this connection, The End User also agrees to the following:

2.5.1The End User agree to provide to MPI Tech with summaries of updated Compliance Data,
in a form reasonably required by MPI Tech, within thirty (30) days of any written request, and to
furnish therewith written certification that its use of the Software at the time of the request
complies with this EULA. As an alternative to such written reports or certification, and at MPI
Tech's sole option, The End User agree to enable and to allow MPI Tech to collect, via a Web
interface, ONLY the record of the number of installed clients; and
2.5.2The End User agree to allow MPI Tech or its agents full access, on 14 days' notice and
during normal business hours, to all of the devices on which the Software is loaded or from
which it may be accessed "Devices"), and to the site or sites on which Devices are located, to
monitor its compliance with this section 2.5 and the other terms of this EULA.; and
2.5.3The End User agree to make all relevant employees, agents, advisers, consultants, groupcompanies, affiliates, sub-contractors and other parties who have use of or access to the Software
aware of the provisions of this Agreement prior to such use or access, and shall ensure
compliance by such users with this EULA.
2.6The End User acknowledge that in the event that the End User have been granted a licence
pursuant to this agreement for a Subscription Product we may without notice enable the
Subscription Product so that it shall cease to operate at the end of the licence term in any event.
3.TERM AND TERMINATION
3.1This EULA shall terminate automatically on the date (if any) specified on the License Record,
unless extended by the prior mutual consent of the parties in writing. If no date is specified on
the License Record, this EULA shall be perpetual subject to termination in accordance with
subsections 3.2 below. The End User may terminate this EULA at any time by destroying the
Software and the Documentation together with all copies in any form. However, no license fee
paid or owing for the Software shall be refunded or abated by virtue of such unilateral
termination.

3.2Furthermore, the License to use the Software will terminate automatically if The End User
fails to comply with any term of this EULA. Unless applicable license fees are paid in full, this
EULA and all licenses granted hereunder will also terminate without further action and may also
terminate on notice by MPI Tech if The End User become unable to pay its debts or are
otherwise insolvent, bankrupt, appoint an Administrator, cease trading, become the subject of
any liquidation or winding up action in any jurisdiction, enter into any arrangement with its
creditors other than for the purpose of a solvent reorganization or become the subject of any
action under which a receiver or administrator is appointed by a court, regulatory agency or other
authority or in the event that any local equivalent of the aforesaid arise in any jurisdiction. Upon
expiration or termination of the EULA for any reason The End User will immediately destroy the
Software together with all copies in any form, including copies on its hard and back-up disks.
Any use of any copies of the Software after expiration or termination of the License is unlawful.
3.3Termination of this EULA shall be without prejudice to the accrued rights and liabilities of
either party.
4.INDEMNITY. The End User agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless MPI Tech, its
subsidiaries, affiliates, distributors, licensors, suppliers, officers, directors, employees and agents
from any third party claims, damages, liabilities, costs and fees (including reasonable attorney
fees) arising from its use of the Software as well as from its failure to comply with any term of
this EULA. The End User agrees that MPI Tech shall have no liability whatsoever for any use
The End User make of the Software.
5.US GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS.
This Software is commercial computer
software and the related documentation is commercial computer software documentation. Thus,
if The End User are an agency, department, or other entity of the United States Government
("Government"), the use, duplication, reproduction, release, modification, disclosure or transfer

of the Software, or any related documentation of any kind, including technical data or related
manuals, is restricted in accordance with Federal Acquisition Regulation 12.212 for civilian
agencies and Defence Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 227.7202 for military agencies
to the extent said regulations apply to solicitations within the scope of said regulations. The use
of the Software and related documentation is further restricted in accordance with the terms of
this Agreement, or any modification hereto.
MPI Technologies Inc., a US subsidiary of MPI Tech Group, is located at
MPI Tech, 4952 Warner Avenue, Suite 301, Huntington Beach, CA 92649-5506, USA.
6.LIMITED WARRANTY
6.1LIMITED WARRANTY FOR SOFTWARE ACQUIRED IN THE US, EU AND CANADA:
MPI Tech warrants that the Software, when used properly, will perform substantially as
described in the accompanying materials and documentation for a period of thirty (30) days from
the date of receipt and that the media on which the Software is recorded will be free from defects
in material and workmanship under normal use for the same period.
If an implied warranty or condition is created by the End User state/jurisdiction and
federal/national or state/provincial law prohibits disclaimers of it, the End User may also have an
implied warranty or condition, BUT ONLY AS TO DEFECTS DISCOVERED DURING THE
PERIOD OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY (THIRTY DAYS). AS TO ANY DEFECTS
DISCOVERED AFTER THE THIRTY (30) DAY PERIOD, THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR
CONDITION OF ANY KIND. Some states/jurisdictions do not allow limitations on how long
an implied warranty or condition lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to The End User.
Any supplements or updates to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, including without limitation, any
(if any) service packs or hot fixes provided to the End User after the expiration of the initial thirty
(30) days Limited Warranty period are not covered by any warranty or condition, express,
implied or statutory.
6.1.1LIMITATION ON REMEDIES; NO CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER DAMAGES. The
End User exclusive remedy for any breach of this Limited Warranty is as set forth below. Except
for any refund elected by MPI Tech, THE END USER ARE NOT ENTITLED TO ANY
DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. The
terms of Section 8 below ("Exclusion of Incidental, Consequential and Certain Other Damages")
are also incorporated into this Limited Warranty. Some states/jurisdictions do not allow the
exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or
exclusion may not apply to the End User. This Limited Warranty gives the End User specific
legal rights.
The End User may have others which vary from state/jurisdiction to
state/jurisdiction.

6.1.2THE END USER EXCLUSIVE REMEDY. The entire liability of MPI Tech and its
suppliers and the End User exclusive remedy relative to any Software, that does not meet this
Limited Warranty and that is returned to the original place of purchase with a copy of the End
User proof of purchase, shall be, at MPI Tech's sole option exercised subject to applicable law,
either (a) return of the price paid (if any) for the Software, or (b) repair or replacement of the
Software. The End User will receive the remedy elected by MPI Tech without charge, except
that the End User are responsible for any expenses the End User may incur (e.g. cost of returning
the Software to MPI Tech). This Limited Warranty is void if failure of the Software has resulted
from accident, abuse, misapplication, abnormal use or a virus. Any replacement Software will be
warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period or twenty (20) days, whichever is
longer. To exercise the End User remedy, contact MPI Tech in writing at one of the following
addresses:
MPI Tech A/S, Vadstrupvej 35, 2880, Bagsvaerd, Denmark.
MPI Tech SAS, 40, Rue du Général Malleret-Joinville, BP 88, 94402 Vitry Sur Seine Cedex,
France

6.2LIMITED WARRANTY FOR SOFTWARE PRODUCTS ACQUIRED OUTSIDE THE EU,
US AND CANADA. FOR THE LIMITED WARRANTIES AND SPECIAL PROVISIONS
PERTAINING TO THE END USER PARTICULAR JURISDICTION, PLEASE REFER TO
THE WARRANTY PROVIDED TO THE END USER WITH THE SOFTWARE
DOCUMENTATION. IF NO SPECIAL AND SEPARATE WARRANTY IS APPLICABLE,
THE WARRANTIES OF MPI Tech AND ITS SUPPLIERS SHALL BE LIMITED AS
PROVIDED HEREIN TO THE FULLEST EXTENT ALLOWED UNDER THE LAWS OF
THE APPLICABLE JURISDICTION. MPI TECH HEREBY EXCLUDES ALL IMPLIED
WARRANTIES TO THE FULLEST EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW IN EACH
JURISDICTION IN WHICH THE SOFTWARE IS USED UNDER THIS EULA.
7.GENERAL DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. THE LIMITED WARRANTY THAT
APPEARS IN SECTION 6 ABOVE IS THE ONLY EXPRESS WARRANTY MADE TO THE
END USER AND IS PROVIDED IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTIES (IF
ANY) CREATED BY ANY DOCUMENTATION OR PACKAGING. EXCEPT FOR THE
LIMITED WARRANTY AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, MPI Tech AND ITS SUPPLIERS PROVIDE THE SOFTWARE AND
SUPPORT SERVICES (IF ANY) AS IS AND WITH ALL FAULTS, AND HEREBY
DISCLAIM ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, EITHER EXPRESS,
IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY (IF ANY)
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, DUTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OF ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OR
RESPONSES, OF RESULTS, OF WORKMANLIKE EFFORT, OF LACK OF VIRUSES AND
OF LACK OF NEGLIGENCE, ALL WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE, AND THE
PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES. ALSO, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF TITLE, QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION,
CORRESPONDENCE TO DESCRIPTION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT WITH REGARD TO
THE SOFTWARE.
8.EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL AND CERTAIN OTHER DAMAGES.
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT
SHALL MPI Tech OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,
INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER. MPI Tech SHALL NOT
BE LIABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF LOSS IN ANY EVENT, BE THEY DIRECT
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS OR CONFIDENTIAL OR
OTHER INFORMATION, FOR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, FOR PERSONAL INJURY,
FOR LOSS OF PRIVACY, FOR FAILURE TO MEET ANY DUTY INCLUDING OF GOOD
FAITH OR OF REASONABLE CARE, FOR NEGLIGENCE, AND FOR ANY OTHER
PECUNIARY OR OTHER LOSS WHATSOEVER AND ANY OTHER LOSS ARISING OUT
OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE
SOFTWARE PRODUCT, THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT
SERVICES, OR OTHERWISE UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY PROVISION OF
THIS EULA, EVEN IN THE EVENT OF THE FAULT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF CONTRACT OR BREACH OF WARRANTY OF MPI
Tech OR ANY SUPPLIER, AND EVEN IF MPI Tech OR ANY SUPPLIER HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
9.LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND REMEDIES.
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
DAMAGES THAT THE END USER MIGHT INCUR FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER
(INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ALL DAMAGES REFERENCED ABOVE AND
ALL DIRECT OR GENERAL DAMAGES), THE ENTIRE LIABILITY OF MPI TECH AND
ANY OF ITS SUPPLIERS UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA AND THE END
USER EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING (EXCEPT FOR ANY
REMEDY OF REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT ELECTED BY MPI TECH WITH RESPECT TO
ANY BREACH OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY) SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE GREATER

OF 110% OF THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY THE END USER FOR THE
SOFTWARE OR U.S. $250.00. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS, EXCLUSIONS AND
DISCLAIMERS (INCLUDING SECTIONS 6, 7, AND 8, ABOVE) SHALL APPLY TO THE
MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, EVEN IF ANY REMEDY
FAILS ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.

10.APPLICABLE LAW. If the End User acquired this Software in the United States, Canada, or
any country of South America, and unless expressly prohibited by local law, this EULA shall be
governed and construed under California (USA) law (without regard to its conflicts of laws
provisions) as such law applies to agreements between Californian residents entered into and to
be performed within California. The sole and exclusive jurisdiction and venue for actions arising
under this Agreement shall be the State and Federal courts in California.
If the End User acquired this Software in any other country, and unless expressly prohibited by
local law, this EULA shall be governed by the laws of Switzerland (Code Suisse des Obligations)
by the Court in Geneva.
The End User consent and submit to the jurisdiction of the applicable courts, as provided above,
and agree to service of process in accordance with the applicable court rules. The party prevailing
in any dispute under this Agreement shall be entitled to its costs and legal fees.
11.GENERAL PROVISIONS. This Agreement and the terms of any License Record provided to
the End User (if any) combine to represent the complete agreement concerning this license
between the parties and supersedes all prior agreements and representations between them. This
EULA may be amended only in writing executed by both parties. If any provision of this EULA
is held to be illegal or unenforceable, that provision shall be limited or eliminated to the
minimum extent necessary to make it legal and enforceable and this Agreement shall otherwise
remain in full force and effect and enforceable. The failure of MPI Tech to act with respect to a
breach of this EULA by The End User or others does not constitute a waiver and shall not limit
MPI Tech's rights with respect to such breach or any subsequent breaches. This EULA is
personal to the End User and may not be assigned or transferred for any reason whatsoever
without MPI Tech's prior written consent and any action or conduct in violation of the foregoing
shall be void and without effect. MPI Tech expressly reserves the right to assign this Agreement
and to delegate any of its obligations hereunder.
EACH PARTY RECOGNIZES AND AGREES THAT THE WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS
AND LIABILITY AND REMEDY LIMITATIONS IN THIS AGREEMENT ARE MATERIAL
BARGAINED FOR BASES OF THIS AGREEMENT AND THAT THEY HAVE BEEN
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT AND REFLECTED IN DETERMINING THE CONSIDERATION
TO BE GIVEN BY EACH PARTY UNDER THIS AGREEMENT AND IN THE DECISION
BY EACH PARTY TO ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENT.
Questions concerning this Agreement should be sent to the either of the addresses set forth
below. Any notices or correspondences will only be effective if sent to such address:
MPI Tech A/S, Vadstrupvej 35, 2880, Bagsvaerd, Denmark.
MPI Tech SAS, 40, Rue du Général Malleret-Joinville, BP 88, 94402 Vitry Sur Seine Cedex,
France
.

